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Abstract 
Templates arc used to capture the knotting and linking patterns of periodic 
orbits of positive cntropy flows in 3 dimensions. Here, we study the properties 
of various templates, especially whether or not there is a bound on the number 
of prime factors of the knot types of the periodic orbits. \\Fe will also sec that 
determining whether two templates arc different is highly nontrivial. 
f{ cywords: Dynamical systems, flows, knots, templates. 
1 Introduction 
The periodic orbits of a flow in a 3-1nanifold Inay be knotted. These knots and how 
they are linked have been studied with the aid of templates or knot holders. which 
are compact branched 2-manifolds with smooth semi-flows. [5. 6. 11. 14. 15. 16. 28J. 
Reference [15J is expository. 
Theorem 1.1 Gi·ven a flow <Pt on a 3-manifold ",vI having a hyperbolic structure 
on its chain recurrent set, e.g. an Anoso'V flow, there is a template (T, ¢i), T c AI, 
such that -with a finite number of specified exceptions (usually one or two) the knots 
and links in (AI, <Pt) correspond one-to-one with those in (T, ¢i) via an ambient 
isotopy. (The result can be extended to the pseudo-Anosov case.) 
The proof of this theorenl as well as the definitions of "hyperbolic" and "chain 
recurrent set" can be found in [6]. The idea is that the flow can be collapsed along 
"strong stable Inanifolds" [6] onto the tClnplate so as to preserve the knot and link 
types of the periodic orbits. This result is not too disshnilar to the collapsing frOlll 
a two dhnensional diffeOl1l0rphis111 to a Olle dhnensional branched Inanifold that can 
be found in [13. Section 5.5J. 
In this paper we will study the knots in a variety of flows. In particular, we will 
focus on whether or not there is a bound on the llUlnber of prhne factors of the 
knots on a given telnplate. Knots can be factored uniquely into priInes, up to order 
[19,7]. This fact Inakes prhne factorization a powerful knot invariant. The relevant 
definitions and S0111e exalnples are below. 
Definition 1.1 A knot k C 8 3 is composite if there exists a tame sphere SQ 
such that 8 2 n k is just two points, p and q, and if Ai is any arc on 8 2 joining p to 
q, then the knots 
k, = Ai U (k n outside of 82 ) and 
k2 = Ai U (k n inside of 8 2 ), 
are nontri'vial, (i.e. not the unknot). We call k, and k2 factors of k and write 
If a knot isn't composite then it is prhne. 
Examples. 
Left-handed Trefoil Right-handed Trefoil 
Prime Prime 
Theorem 1.2 Torus knots are prime [7}. 
p 
Square Knot 
Composite 
s' 
A (p, q)-torus knot is a knot that wraps p thnes around the longitude of a torus 
and q ti111es Ineridionally. The proof that they are prhne involves the study of the 
intersection between the torus and a would-be cutting sphere. By assmning the 
intersection to be transverse we get a disjoint collection of siInple closed curves. vVe 
can choose our cutting sphere so that the nUlnber of cOlnponents in the intersection 
with the torus is IninhnaL After proving that certain types of shnple closed curves 
can be ruled out one shows that the nUlnber of allowed curves can always be reduced. 
Hence the intersection is elnpty. 
Figure 1.1: A Torus Knot 
Theorem 1.3 (Williams [28]) Lorenz knots are prime. 
Figure 1.2: The Lorenz Template with the x 2 yxy orbit. 
The Lorenz telnplate is a stylized version of the inverse-Ihnit of the Lorenz 
attractor. The periodic orbits can be represented sYlnbolically by words in two 
symbols. It was developed by Williams [27] to study the periodic orbits in the 
solution of the Lorenz differential equations. Its construction is based on cOlnputer 
hnages of the Lorenz systenl. The proof that this telnplate is the inverse-linlit of 
the attractor was listed by Smale [20] as one of the ten most important unsolved 
problenls in dynanllcal systenls. 
The Lorenz template was studied extensively by Birman and Williams [5]. In 
[28] Williams showed that only prime knots could be in it. The proof is similar 
to that of Theorenl 1.2 in that one studies the intersection of a sphere and the 
telnplate, but is lnuch lnore cOlnplex. His techniques will be exploited in section 3 
below to find bounds on the nUlnber of prhne factors that can be possessed by the 
knots in several telnplates. 
Before we proceed we establish the following Sigll convention for knot crossings as 
well as twists in telnplate branches: left-handed is positive, right-handed is negative. 
/ 
/ 
Positive Negative 
1.1 Statement of results 
Template A T emplate B 
Template C 
Template A+ T emplate B+ 
Figure 1.3: Templates 
Figure 1.3 shows the principle tClnplates to be discussed in this paper. In ad-
dition we will use the notation L( m, n) to denote the Lorenz telnplate with m and 
n half twists added to the left and right branches respectively, or just L when 
n = m = 0, 
In [22] it was shown that, 
(vVe have abused notation by considering A. and L to represent tClnplates and the 
set of knots fOfIned by their periodic orbits.) Thus, there is no bound on the lllnnber 
of prhne factors knots in A. can have. In particular, if k is a knot which factors into 
Lorenz knots then k is in A, It was also shown in [22] that A was a subtemplate of 
B and that B was in turn a subtemplate of the Birman-Williams template (see [6, 
Figure 1,2] or [22, Figure 1]), The Birman-Williams template was shown in [6] to 
be the knot holder for the gradient flow in S3 llllllUS the figure-8 knot with Anosov 
11l0110drOlny. (For an expository and very visual treatinent of this flow see [9] or 
[10], however, an understanding of it is not necessary for our purposes.) Bin1lan 
and vVillian1S had conjectured that it did not contain any knots with l1l0re then two 
prime factors, Theorems A and B below extend the results in [22], 
Theorem A: Template A contains all itemted torus knots, 
Theorem A builds on the proof in [5] that L contains all algebraic knots, The 
definitions of torus knots and algebraic knots will be given later. 
The proof of Theorem B will be done in three steps: 
1. k"k2EA~k,#k2EB, 
2, Template B is a subtemplate of L(O, -2), 
3, Template L(O, -2) is a subtemplate of A, 
This will give us two corallaries: 
Corallary Bl: If I is a link then 
I E A <==} IE B <==} IE L(O, -2), 
Corallary B2: For n < 0 there is no bound on the llUlnber of prhne factors for 
the knots in L( 0, n), 
Corallary Bl and the proof of Theorenl B are surprising and lead us to ask, 
how does one tell if two telnplates are the saIne, as well as what should "salnencss" 
lncan? TheorenlS D and E below will, however, allow us to distinguish between 
templates A+ and B+ The essential property that enables us do to so, as the 
notation suggests, is the unifonnity of the possible types of crossings in the later 
case. 
This distinction is reenforced by Corallary B2, since for n 2: 0, L(O, n) knots are 
all prime [28], This corallary results from and extends work in [21], where it was 
shown that L(O, n) knots were prime iff n 2: 0, 
Template C is a double branched cover of the Birman-Williams template and 
was studied in [6]. (Part of Iny original thesis problenl was to show that knots in it 
could have at Illost two prhne factors.) 
Theorem C: Template A is a subtemplate of template C, 
In section 3 we will show that there is a bound on the llUlnber of prhne factors 
in templates A + and B+ 
Theorem D: EtJery knot in template A.+ is pnme. 
Theorem E: Every composite knot in template B+ is the connected sum of just 
two Lorenz knots. 
In section 4 we return to algebraic and torus knots and answer SOlne questions 
raised in [21], 
Theorem F: L(O, n) contains all algerbmic knots if and only if 
n E {2, 0, -1, -2, ",}, 
2 Template A 
Theorem 2.1 The template A contains all iterated torus knots. 
Definition 2.1 If k is any knot. then a (P. q) cable about k. where p and q are 
relatively prime. is defined as follows. Let N(k) be a solid torus neighborhood of k. 
Let I be a preferred longitude of iJN(k) for k. Now consider a torus T with a (P. q) 
knot on it. Let h : T ~ iJN be a homeomorphism that takes a preferred longitude 
of T to l. The image of (P. q) under this map is said to be a (P. q) cable of k or. 
k(p. q). This pmcess can be repeated on the new knot. If the original knot was the 
unknot. then the resulting knots are called iterated torus knots and are denoted by 
((Pi.q,) . .... (p".q,,)). 
Before beginning the proof we relnark that the set of iterated torus knots is the 
same as the set of braids with zero entropy [12. 17]. A braid [3]. or more correctly a 
closed braid, is a knot or a link that winds around the interior of a torus in such a 
way that. for any Ineridian the standard Ineridional disk hits the braid n thnes for 
SOlllC fLxed llUlnber n. vVe call n the llUlnber of strands. The entropy of a braid is 
the minimal topological entmpy [25] of diffeomorphisms of the disk whose mapping 
torus respect the braid. For exalnple, a trefoil corresponds to a rotation and so has 
zero entropy. 
Proof. The proof will be similar to that of Theorem 6.2 of [5]. Let k be any 
knot in A. and let a and b be relatively prhne integers. vVe Inay assUlnc a is positive 
without loss of generality. 
We construct a new knot as follows. Draw a parallel strands to the left of k. 
If b > 0 then add b strands around the top (+) loop so that there are now a + b 
strands between. a. the left most point of the top branch line and P. the left most 
point where k meets the top branch line. The b left most of these a + b strands are 
to wrap around the top loop and land on the bright Inost of theln. The a left Inost 
strands cOIning in frOIn the back branch are now Inade to land on the a strands 
closest to ct. 
x x 
Figure 2.1: Add a parallel strands then wrap around an extra b. 
Since a and bare copriIne, we have a knot (as opposed to a link). If one iInagines 
k as the core of a knotted torus. then our new knot fits onto this torus. To see 
this place the strands parallel to k along the bottom of the torus and wrap them 
Ineridionally around it [b/a] thnes and then wrap an additional r strands around, 
where [bla] is the integer part of bla and r is its remainder. 
Figure 2.2: \\Fe can place the new knot on a torus. 
If b < 0 then we add the extra b strands to the bottom (-) loop. Our result in 
either case is an (a, ac + b) cabling of k, where c is the sunl of the crossing nUlnbers. 
Thus, we can get any (p, q) cabling of k by chosing a = p and b = q - pc. By 
starting with an unknotted orbit we can get any iterated torus knot by repeating 
this procedure. 0 
Theorem 2.2 k,&.k2 E A ==} k,#k2 E A. 
Proof. The proof will be done in three steps: 
STEP 1: k, &.k2 E A ==} k, #k2 E B. This can be seen by studying Figure 2.3. 
The shaded regions are copies of template A. See [22] for details. 
Figure 2.3: Two copies a A in B. 
STEP 2: Template B is a subtemplate of L(O. -2). In [21] it was shown that 
the template in fig,me 2.4 (a) is a subtemplate of L(O. -2). The remaining parts of 
figure 2.4 show that B is also. 
a) b) 
0) d) 
e) f) 
" , 
Figure 2.4: B is in L(O,-2), (Continued on next page.) 
g) h) 
Figure 2.4: B is in L(O,-2). 
STEP 3: Template L(O, -2) is a subtemplate of A.. See Figure 2.5. 0 
Figure 2.5: L(O,-2) is in A. 
Corollary 2.1 If I is a link then 
I E A. <==} IE B <==} IE L(O, -2). 
Corollary 2.2 For n < 0 there is no bound on the number of prime factors for 
the knots in L(O,n). 
Proof. In [21] it was shown that as set on knots L(O, n) C L(O, n - 2) and 
L(O, -4) C L(O, -1). 0 
Theorem 2.3 Template A is a subtemplate of template C. 
Proof. The proof is again pictoriaL See figure 2.6 (a-g). 0 
a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
Figure 2.6: L(O,-2) is in A. (Continued on next page.) 
g) 
Figure 2.6: L(O,-2) is in A. 
Corollary 2.3 Template C contains the fignre-8 knot the Whitehead link and 
the Borromean rings. 
Proof. These can be drawn fairly easily on the version of C in Figure 2.6 
(f). See fig1lre 2.7 (a-c). It is worth noting that despite extensive searching, these 
links were not found on the original version of C and still have not been found on 
templates A. or B. 0 
a) b) 
OQD 
l\ 
Figure 2.7: a) The figure-8 knot. b) The \\Thitehead link (Continued on next page.) 
cJ 
Figure 2.7: c) The Borrorncan rings. 
3 Positive Templates 
For the tClnplates studied in this chapter a bound on the llUlnber of prhne factors 
has been found. Their distinguishing feature is that all of the of the crossings in 
thelll are positive. The possible iInplicatiolls of this will be discussed in Section 5. 
The telnplate A+ is shnilar to A. except that the bOttOlll loop now crosses in 
front, Inaking all of the crossings positive. Here we shall prove that all the knots are 
prhne. Telnplate B+ is 11lodeled after telnplate B. Again the lower loop has been 
changed so as to Inake all the crossings positive. On telnplate B+ all the cOlnposite 
knots are the cOllnected SUln of two Lorenz knots, which are known to be prhne. 
Thus, two is the upper bound for the llUlnber of prhne factors. vVe will also explore 
SOlne variants of these telnplates. 
(It is worth noting that the author spent a great deal of thne trying to prove 
analogous theorenls for telnplates Band C. It was the failure of these attelnpts 
that produced the previous section.) 
The strategy of the proofs is as follows: Suppose k is a cOlnposite knot in the 
telnplate which violates the hypothesis of the theorenl and let S be a cutting sphere 
of k. vVe aSSUlne that k is "lninhnal" in the sense that it is to have the slnallest 
nUlnber of sYlnbols in its 'Word of all knots with the necessary properties. (The 'Word 
of an orbit can be thought of as its word in the fundalnental group.) This Ineans 
that there are no "redundant" loops as in the figure 3.1 below. 
Figure 3.1: No redundant loops allowed. 
If we assmne S is norinal to the seini-flow then its intersection with the tenl-
plate is a one dhnensional branched Inanifold, or, if you like, a graph. Its branch 
points lie in the branch lines of the teinplate. vVe partion the intersection set into 
seginents whose end points are the branch points and any terininal points where 
the intersection Ineets an edge of the teinplate. 
A contradiction is produced by developing an algoritllln for tracing out a path 
in the gTaph which has infinitely Inany distinct seginents. 
The next section contains severallenllnas which are independent of the telnplate 
in question. Except for the last of theIn, they were, in one fornl or another, first 
developed by Williams in [28] for his proof that Lorenz knots are prime. 
3.1 Generic Lemmas 
Let T be an arbitrary template with semi-flow <Pt . Let [3 denote the set of branch 
points in T. Let k be a Ininhnal cOlnposite knot in T and S be a cutting sphere 
normal to <Pt . It will be helpful to think of the template and hence the knot. as 
being rigid and the sphere as being flexible. 
vVe start by requiring S to be a sphere whose intersection with T has the sinallest 
nmnber of seginents of all cutting spheres for k. This leads to our first lenllna: 
Lemma 3.1 S n T contains no trivial loops 
Proof. The components of S n T that do not hit aT U [3. are called trivial loops. 
Let AI be an inner Inost trivial loop in S n T. The knot k cannot (transversely) 
intersect S in such a loop least one of the factors of k be the unknot. The loop 
bounds a disk in T and two in S. These fornl two spheres. Only ofthenl can contain 
any portion of the knot since the knot cannot pass through the disk AI bounds in T. 
Hence. the empty half of S can be homotopied onto this disk which is then pushed 
off T. Thus, we have a new cutting sphere for which S n T has fewer seginents. 0 
Figure 3.2: Trivial loops can be removed. 
The next lenllna shows that we can "assmne away" three additional types of 
seglnents by just pushing the sphere around a bit. 
Lemma 3.2 Segments that join two points on the same branch line from below, 
a point on aT and a point on a branch line from below or, that join two points on 
the same segment of aT can be removed by homotopies of S that reduce the number 
of segments is S n T. 
Proof. As Figure 3.3 shows these seglnents can be pushed away without cre-
ating or elhninating any intersection points of k with S or creating any additional 
seglnents. 0 
, 
., 
Figure 3.3: Push up or out to get rid of segments. 
vVith these seglnents out of the way we can now slnooth out the intersection 
to be with the flow except for just above /3. To see this iInagine placing a cOlnb 
on each branch line and then cOlnbing downward, with the flow, straightening out 
S n T as you go. Pull the cOlnb around until you arrive just above a branch line. 
vVe now classify the possible seglnents in S n T as follows: 
• Those which connect two points of /3 by traveling around a branch of T. They 
are with the flow except possibly for a short diagonal stretch which is cOlnbed 
to be just above a branch line. 
• Those that lie just above a single branch line and connect two of its points will 
be called U-joints. A connected collection of U-joints will be called aU-string. 
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• Those that lie just above a single branch line but connect a point of it to aT 
are called edge-joints. 
, 
, 
, 
• Those that connect two opposite sides of aT are double edge-joints. They 
closely parallel a branch line. 
The next lel111na requires an additional l111niInality assmnption: the nmnber of 
branch points in S n T l1Ulst be IniniInal, relative to those spheres which satisfy the 
earlier conditions. 
Lemma 3.3 Every U-joint and edge-joint must be "guarded" by an arc of the 
knot on the branch opposite from it. 
Proof. See figure 3.4 below. If we push a guarded seglnent through the branch 
line we will create new intersection points between the knot and the sphere. But if 
there is no arc of the knot then pushing the seglnent through reduces the nUlnber of 
seglnents just as it did in Lel111na 3.2 or if the U-joint gets split into two edge-joints 
we have a reduction it the nUlnber of branch points. Thus unguarded U-joints and 
edge-joints cannot exist because of the IniniInality requirelnents. 0 
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Figure 3.4: Unguarded U-joints can be pushed away. 
Lemma 3.4 U-strings do not double back. 
Remark. The lel111na Ineans that situations like that the one below cannot 
occur. We do not give the proof here. It can be found in [28]. 
I ~~~ , , , 
" , , , , " 
, , 
Figure 3.5: A U-string cannot double back like the ones above. 
Lemma 3.5 The normal bundle of any loop in S n T cannot be twisted since it 
lies on the sphere S. 
Proof. Think of the normal bundle as a dosed ribbon perpendicular to T, 
attached to it along the loop. The ribbon fits around the sphere since the sphere is 
nonnal to the senll-flow. Thus. it cannot be twisted. 0 
Lemma 3.6 A U-joint contributes ±! to the twist of normal bundle of a loop 
in S n T. A U-string with an even number of U-joints does not add any twist to a 
loop's bundle while one with an odd number gives only ±&. 
-) 
Figure 3.6: U-strings alternate twist at each cusp. 
Proof. The proof is in Figure 3.6. 0 
In the sections that follow, a twist calculus for closed loops is developed for the 
teInplates in question. To this end we establish SOlne notation. SegInents that travel 
around a branch are labeled with the letter that denotes the branch. U-strings with 
an even lUllnber of U-joints are designated with an .I'{, for neutraL U-strings with an 
odd nUlnber of U-joints are labeled with an L or an R depending on which direction, 
left or right, you would travel if you encountered one while tracing up frOln just 
below a branch line. As an exaInple, the loop below on the Lorenz teInplate would 
be denoted LxNy. Notice that it has twist +1/2. 
Since any loop with nonzero twist cannot be in the intersection of a sphere and 
a teInplate, Lenllna 3.6 will give us a great deal of control over the possible fonns 
of S n T. It is here that the positiveness of the templates is exploited. Since a 
positive crossing in the loop produces a full positive twist in the nonnal bundle and 
a U-string can at Inost cancel out half a twist, we will see that there will only be a 
finite number of possible loops. This fails in the templates of Chapter 2. 
Figure 3.7: The loop LxNy in the Lorenz template. 
vVe now show how to rule out certain twist zero loops on a branch that bounds 
a disk and contains only a single branch line. 
Figure 3.8: A branch that bounds a disk with only one branch line. 
Lemma 3.7 Suppose T contains a branch, a, of the type shown in Figure 3.B. 
Then the following loops cannot appear in S n T if S is a cutting sphere for a 
composite knot k: a single a segment, an a segment with a neutral, leftward U-
string,N a, or one with two a segments and two odd, leftward U-strings, LaLa. 
Proof. We do each case separately. 
a: If the loop below misses the knot k then it can be pushed off T into the small 
disk as shown. But this reduces the nmnber of seglnents of S n T. Thus k HUlst hit 
our loop. This can only happen once. Call this point q. 
Figure 3.9: The a loop slides off into the disk. 
Tracing up on k we wrap around and land at p on /3. vVe clahn p HUlst be the 
point of k n f3 closest to the disk. For if it is not one of two things happen. Either 
k wraps around SOlne Inore, producing trivial Le., nomniniInal arcs of k, or another 
arc of k COlnes into /3 in between the disk and p. But in this case the knot exits (or 
enters) the cutting sphere twice, which is hnpossible. This fact referred to in [28] 
as the no double entry lemma. 
impos~ble impossible 
Figure 3.10: Can't guard a. 
However, we now see that S can be defonned so that k Inisses the loop a alto-
gether. Thus it can be pushed off into the sinall disk as before. 
;.~{ a: The requireinent that the U-joints of the U-string be guarded force k to 
pierce the a seglnent twice frOln the saIne side since the flow is expanding. 
Figure 3.11: Can't guard U-joints. 
LaLa: Suppose we have such a loop and let p be the right Inost point of its 
intersection with the branch line. Let q be the left end of the U -string that starts 
at p. The a seginent cOIning frOln q HUlst land between p and q, else the next a 
seginent could not get back to p. See below: 
Figure 3.12: You can't get there from here. 
Thus we are left with the situation in Figure 3.13. However, the need to guard 
the inner U-joint causes the knot to intersect the sphere four tiines. This is hnpos-
sible. 0 
Figure 3.13: Once again we can't guard the U-joints. 
The next leHllna deals with edge-joints. 
Lemma 3.8 Edge-joints on the disk side of a branch that contains only one 
branch line cannot be in S n T. 
Figure 3.14: These edge-joints can be ruled out. 
Remark. The proof is in Section 6 of [28]. We remark only that an edge-joint 
on the disk itself violates the Ininhnality of the nUlnber of seglnents while one on 
the other branch hnplies the knot HUlst have a redundant loop. 
Lemma 3.9 Let AI be a simple closed c'UJ"tJe on S that does not meet k. Then 
the linking number between AI and k is at most one. 
Proof. Isotope S Hllnus the two points where it Ineets k to a planar annulus. 
Push the "knotted parts" of k far below and far above the plane of the annulus. 
N ow the linking nUlnber of the hnage of AI in the annulus with the knot is just its 
winding nUlnber with the center of the annulus. Since AI is a shnple closed curve 
this HUlst be zero or one, up to sign. 0 
The strategy of the proofs then proceeds as follows. Pick a point on SnT below 
the branch line. Trace "up" , that is against the flow. vVhen we arrive at the branch 
line we HUlst choose which branch to continue tracing OIL This freed01n of choice 
is the key. Using these leHllnas and by being clever in the choices we Inake at the 
branch line we show how to trace out a path that neither goes off an edge nor fonns 
a loop. But then it HUlst wind on forever. That is hnpossible. 
3.2 Template /1+ 
Theorem 3.1 All the knots on temp/ate A+ are pmne. 
b 
a 1+-+-+--.++---1 f3 top 
n 
c I-~r'----.'--\'--\---\ f3 bottoITl 
Figure 3.15: The A+ template with a knot. 
Proof. Each branch of A + is denoted by the letter used in the Figure 3.15. In 
describing a knot by a sYlnbolic word we will ignore the n . Thus, the knot shown 
corresponds to the word a2cbacb. It is a (2.5)-torus knot. The two branch lines will 
be referred to as Ptop and Pbottom, as indicated in Figure 3.15 also. 
Assmne that k is a cOlnposite knot on A+ and let 5' be a cutting sphere that is 
llonna} to A.+. vVe further assmne the following l11111iInality conditions: 
• The llUlnber of sYlnbols in the word for k is the slnallest of any cOlnposite 
knot in A+ 
• The llUlnber ofseglncnts in S n A.+ is the slnallest possible relative to the knot 
k. 
• The lllnnber of branch points in S n A+ is the slnallest possible relative to the 
first two assmnptiolls. 
Pick a point in S n A+ just below a branch line and begin tracing up , against 
the flow and towards the branch line. Let r be the path we form. 
By LeHllna 3.8, S n A+ cannot have any leftward edge-joints. Thus, as we trace 
out our path, whenever we encounter a branch line we will choose to go straight, 
or if we HUlst follow a U-string, take the left-hand turn. vVe wish to show that r 
contains no loops and hence Inust end at an leftward edge-joint, which is hnpossible. 
If AI is a loop in S n A + then the twist of its nonnal bundle is 
T(Ai) = a + b + c -1 +!U 
u=&-~-m+U+&-Lc-&+~. 
where. 
Here, the sYInbols refer to the nUlnber of each type of seginent. That is a, Ineans 
the nUlnber of a seginents in "'''' Rb the lllnnber of Rb type U-strings, etc. 
The totalnUlnber of possible U-strings in AI is a + 2b + c. For the twist to be 
zero there HUlst be at least 2(a + b + c -1) negative U-string:s. Therefore, a + c S; 2. 
vVe consider the following cases. 
CASE: a = 2, C = 0 (a = 0, C = 2 is similar): If b = 0 then the only possible loop 
is LaLa, But this has been ruled out be Lemma 3,7, Thus b > 0, For the twist 
to be zero there HUlst be at least 2 + 2b negative U-string:s. Thus, there HUlst be 
a negative U-joint each thne we Ineet p. In particular, as we pass frOln b to n we 
HUlst go through a Rn. But this turn is not allowed. 
CASE: a = 1, C = 0 (a = 0, C = 1 is similar): If b = 0 then the only possible loops 
are a or .i:~·.ra. But these have been ruled out by LeHllna 3.7. (If the .I'{a contained 
rightward U-joints, then we would always avoid it.) Thus, b> O. For the twist to 
be zero we need at least 2b negative U-strings. There are three places they could 
go: FrOln a to b: But Lb is positive. FrOln b to n: But Ln is positive. FrOln b to a: 
La is negative, but this not enough. 
CASE: a = 1, C = 1: Clearly, b 
contradiction as before. 
o is iInpossible. If b > 0 we get the saIne 
CASE: a = 0, c = 0: If b > 1 then there HUlst be a negative U-string and it can 
only be Rb or Rn, but these are right turns. Thus, we suppose b = 1. There are 
three sub cases to consider. 
SUBCASE: The loop nb: Any strand of k that passes over this type of loop must 
pierce it on its way back. Thus, by the no do-uble entry lemma only one strand on 
k does so. But then we can push the loop off the teinplate as shown. Thus such a 
loop in S n A+ violates the IniniInality conditions. This is siHlllar the the first case 
of LeHllna 3.7. 
Figure 3.16: Push the bn loop off into the disk. 
SUBCASE: The loop NnNb: Let Ai be a loop in S n.4+ of type NbNn, with 
both U-strings going to the left. S can be defonned so that k n AI = <1>. The 
deforlnations are shown below. 
--. 
Figure 3.17: Deform loop to miss the knot. 
The requirelnent that the forward U-joints be guarded forces the linking llUlnber 
of the knot and the loop to be at least two. This contradicts Lemma 3.9. See figure 
3.18. 
o 
Figure 3.18: Linking number is at least two. 
SUBCASE: nNb (Nnb is similar): Suppose we have encountered an nNb loop. 
As before we can assUlnc knnlVb = ¢. The strand that g11ards the left Illost U-joint 
(and there can only be Olle such strand, least the linking llUlnber exceed Olle) HUlst 
originate frOlll the c branch. Otherwise we would have a redundant loop in k. This 
contributes +1 to the linking llUlnber between k and nlVb. 
o 
-. 
Figure 3.19: Linking number is at least one. 
Let p be the right Inost point of the U-string. vVe will show that the seginent 
of S n A + in the a-branch that contains p HUlst be a type a seginent. Assmne 
not. Since U-strings don't double back we have either a rightward edge-joint or a 
rightward U-joint. In both cases it HUlst be guarded by a strand of the knot. There 
are two ways this can be done. In one we have a redundant loop in k, in the other 
we force the knot to link the loop at least twice. Both are impossible. 
Figure 3.20: Can't guard a rightward U-joint. 
Therefore. we will have to go along the a seginent and avoid this type of loop. 
vVe now see that r never ends and never fonns a loop. Thus it contains infinitely 
Inany seglnents. This concludes the proof. 0 
If one adds a negative half twist to anyone branch of A + then there are cOlnposite 
knots as such a telnplate will contain L(O, n) as a subteinplate for SOlne n < O. 
However, we conjecture that if one adds any nUlnber of positive twists to a or c 
then all the knots are still prime. Note that one looses the prohibition on leftward 
edge-joints, and the conjecture, if true, Inay be Inore difficult to prove. However, if 
one adds positive half twists to the n branch then it is an easy corallary that the 
knots are still prime. We call such templates A.+(n) where there are n half twists 
on the n branch. 
vVe record the following applications. 
Corollary 3.1 Every composite knot in B that is factored by the sph,,"e S below 
is the connected sum of a knot in A+ with the mirror image of a knot in A+. Thus, 
these knots have just two prime factors and they are fibered knots. 
Proof. Figure 3.21 shows that, although the part of the factor outside of S Inay 
not "fit" onto the Lorenz telnplate, it can be (alnbiently) isotoped to a periodic orbit 
of A+. Thus, it is prhne. Shnilarly the inner factor can be placed on the Inirror 
hnage of A +. Both factors are fibered knots because any knot whose crossing'S are 
all the saIne Sigl1 is fibered [5, TheoreHl 5.2]. Further. the connected SUHl of two 
fibered knots is a fibered knot [7]. 0 
Figure 3.21: The outside factor can be placed on A+. 
Corollary 3.2 Any composite knot on the C template which is factored by the 
sphere S below is the connected S'lim of a knot on A+ (1) and a knot on the mirror 
image of A+(I). 
Proof. See Figure 3.22 (a-f). The strand of the outside factor that enters the 
sphere is the left most strand on the twisted branch. We pull it off of this branch 
and follow its course along the sphere (not shown) down into the untwisted branch 
and then back to the upper branch line (by disregarding the lower flap, this is now 
the only branch line). We then (Figure 3.22 d) push the strand into the template. 
along the flow in the twisted branch. but from the back. We see that the strand 
off the telnplate now COlnes frOln the far left end and goes into the branch line 
sOlnewhere in the twisted branch. By adding a new branch we create a telnplate 
onto which we can isotop our knot, Inaking it a periodic orbit on the new telnplate. 
This template is readily seen to be A+(I). 0 
a) b) 
0) d) 
C!\" , . , : , .. ' I , 
e) f) 
Figure 3.22: (a-f ), (Continued on next page. ). 
g) h) 
i) j) 
Figure 3.22: (g-j) , (Continued from previous page.) 
3.3 Template B+ 
Theorem 3.2 All the composite knots on template B+ are the connected sum 
of two Lorenz knots. 
Figure 3.23: B+ with the sphere S. 
Lemma 3.10 Let k be a knot in B+ that is factored by the sphere S shown 
above. Then the factors of k are two Lorenz knots. 
Proof. Let k be a knot in B+ such that k n S is just two points. Let k, and 
k2 be the factors of k when it is cut by S. Let k, be the factor outside of S. From 
the Figure 3.23 we see that S divides T into two pieces that are "ahnost" Lorenz; 
kl can be pushed onto a Lorenz flow in this outer piece but for an exceptional arc. 
Let this arc have end points p and q as shown in Figure 3.24. 
The next step is easier to see frOlll behind, so we have rotated the outer piece 
180°. Now we slide q up along a flow line on the b-branch until we get back to the 
branch line. Since we are going against the flow the new point q is closer to the 
end point, labeled c. After a finite llUlnber of such 1110VeS there will be no arcs of 
k, hitting the branch line between p and q. (One could think of this as backing 
in towards the repeller.) Now the exceptional arc can be pushed into the telnplate 
and then cOlnbed onto a periodic orbit, Le. a Lorenz knot. 
The proof for k2 is shnilar. Also, it is trivial is see that if either factor was the 
unknot then k was Lorenz to begin with. 0 
j 
j 
Figure 3.24: S creates Lorenz factors. 
vVe now assmne that k is a cOlnposite knot on B+ that is not fadored by S but 
rather by SOlne other cutting sphere O. Like before in order to get a contradiction 
we Inake the following IniniInality assmnptiolls: 
• The llUlnber of sYlnbols in k is the slnallest of any cOlnposite knot in B+ that 
is not factored by S. 
• The llUlnber of seglnents in 0 n B+ is the slnallest possible relative to the 
knot k. 
• The nmnber of branch points in 0 n B+ is the slnallest possible relative to 
the two assmnptiolls above. 
vVe again trace out a path in 0 n B+ by going against the flow, however, this 
thne we if we HUlst choose a U-joint we go to the right if we are on Pbot tom and left 
on Pt op. Lenllna 3.8 insures that we will not encounter an edge-joint in our travels. 
Thus, it only relnains to rule out loops. 
A loop AI in 0 n B+ has a twist nUlnber given by 
T(Ail = a + b + c -1 + W 
u=&-~-m+U-&+Lc+&-~. 
where. 
Just as before a + c S; 2 and we have six cases to check. However, except for the 
case, a = c = 0, the proof is virtually the saIne as for Theorenl 3.1. 
Suppose a = c = O. Then b = 1. and we have four possibilities: nb. Nnb. nNb 
and IVnlVb, where the neutral U-string"S go to the left or right depending or whether 
they are on Ptop or Pbottom respectively. They can be defonned so as to insure that 
they do not intersect the knot. Figure 3.25 illustrates this for the NnNb loop. The 
others are sinlllar. 
Figure 3.25: Can deform 0 so that the loop misses k. 
In each case we exploit the fact that since k is not factored by S, at least two 
strands of k nUlst go frOln the a-branch over to the c-branch (perhaps wrapping 
around b one or Inore thnes first) before passing back to a. This causes k to link 
any of these loops at least twice, i.e., they have linking nUlnber gTeater than one, 
which contradicts Lenllna 3.9. Figure 3.26 illustrate this. 
Figure 3.26: The linking number must be at least two. 
The proof is now cOlnplete. 0 
Corollary 3.3 The braid index of a composite knot k in B+ is given by the 
number of "syllables" in the word for k of the form am b" plus those of the form 
bP cq minus one. 
Proof. The braid index of a knot is the InininUllll llUlnber of strands needed 
to present it as a closed braid. For the trefoil it is two. for the figure-8 knot three. 
The braid index is a knot invariant. 
The braid index of a knot in the Lorenz telnplate has been shown to be the 
number of xmy" syllables [16. page 132]. Since Birman and Menasco [4] have 
shown that the braid index is additive Ininlls one under cOllnected SUIllS. we have 
our result. 0 
Corollary 3.4 If we add any number of positive half twists to the n branch of 
B+ then all the knots are prime. 
Proof. Let B+ (p) be B+ with p half twists on the n branch. The twist equation 
is just the equation for B+ plus pn/2. For p > 0 one easily checks that a = c = O. 
The only way a loop without a and c seglnents could have twist zero would be to 
have a right U-string along Pt op and a left Olle along Pbottom. But of course we 
choose just the opposite. 0 
vVe now know that A+ and B+ are different since only the latter contains COlll-
posite knots. However. Figure 3.27 shows us that A+(I) and B+(I) are the same. 
The reader can check that 
for n odd. For nOll-zero even n the question is open. In particular, it is known that 
B+(2) is the Lorenz template [5. 1]. Thus. we wonder if ..1+(2) is also. 
F ilp top loop Rotate about * 
Figure 3.27: J\+ (I) = B+ (I). 
4 Torus and algebraic knots 
The goal of this section is to prove the following two theorenlS. They extend results 
arrived at in [21]. 
Theorem 4.1 For every nonnegative integer n there exists a knot k, s'Uch that 
k E L(O. 2n) but k rt L(O. 2n + 2). 
Theorem 4.2 L(O. n) contains all algebraic knots if and only if 
n E {2.0.-1.-2 .... }. 
The definition of algebraic knots will be given later. The next three lenllnas 
prove Theorenl 4.1. 
Lemma 4.1 For knots in L(O.2n). n 21. 2g 2 nb(b-1). where 9 is the genus 
and b is the braid index of the knot. 
Proof. The genus of a knot is the Inininunll genus of oriented surfaces whose 
boundary is the knot. It is a standard knot invariant [7]. The braid index is the 
l11111inunll llUlnber of strands needed to display a knot as a braid [3]. For knots 
in L(O.2n). n 2 1. the braid index is just the number of strands that go down 
the twisted branch. See Theorenl 6.1.3 and the accOlnpanying note in [16]. FrOlll 
Theorenl 5.2 of [5] we know that, for a braid whose crossings are all the saIne sign 
2g=c-b+1. 
where c is the llUlnber of crossings when the knot is placed on b strands. vVe can 
see that c is bounded below: 
c2 2nb(b-1)/2+b-1. 
Thus. 
c-b+12 nb(b-1). 
and we have our result. 0 
The next lenllna was also discovered by David Annstrong [1]. 
Lemma 4.2 A (P. q)-torus knot. q > P. is in L(O. 2n) if and only if q > np. 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assmning q > p since (p, q) = (q,p). 
(=?): We will use the fact that the genus of (P. q) is known to be (p -1 )(q - 1)/2 
and that the braid index is p. Thus we have 
(p-1)(q -1) > np(p-1) =? q 2 np+ 1. 
(~): Let q = mp + r. where m 2 0 and 0 < r < p. Figure 4.1 shows us that 
(P. q) E L(O. 2m). (It is this step that is difficult to extend to the odd cases.) 
p 
2m • 
twists 
• m 
• ~ ... 
Figure 4.1: Torus knot "fits" onto the template. 
Now, if q > np then there exist an integer n' 2: ° such that q = (n + n')p + r, 
Thus, 
(p,q) E L(0,2(n' +n)) C L(0,2n), 
and the proof is done, 0 
This shows us exactly which torus knots are in L(O, 2n) for every n. To cOlnplete 
the proof of Theorem 4,1 we need only find a knot which is on L(O, 0) that is not 
on L(O, 2); both contain all torus knots, The next lemma does this, 
Lemma 4,3 There exits a Lorenz knot which is not on L(O, 2), 
Braid Notation. Let Bn be the braid group for braids on n strands. If bE Bn 
let b, the c/os'Ure of b, be the link formed by identifying the top and bottom of b as 
show in Figure 4.2. 
Each braid bEEn can be defined by a word in the integers set {1,2,,,,,n-1} 
according to its crossings. The word for the braid in Figure 4.2 is 122-1 . Let ~n 
be the positive half twist on the n strands of En' All this is standard, See [3], For 
cOllvenience we will1et ~ = ~3. 
Proof of lemma 4,3, Let b = 13 23 and k = b~2 in Ea, To see that Ie is a 
Lorenz knot we view it on the braid index fOrIn of the Lorenz telnplate developed 
in [5] and shown in Figure 4.3. 
Figure 4.2: Close up braid to form a link. 
Figure 4.3: k on L(O, 0) 
Now suppose k is on L(O, 2). Then it is the closure of a braid of the form l~;;, 
where i is a Lorenz knot. See Figure 4.4. If i were a link then l~~ would also be a 
link and hence not equivalent to it. 
, 
, 
, 
, 
Figure 4.4: Is k on L(O, 2) ? 
To get a contradiction, we first show that n = 3. But it is clear frOlll a theorenl 
in [ll] that the braid index of k is 3 while the braid index of l~~ is n. Hence n = 3. 
Notice that I canllot equal b since b is cOlnposite. Now, there are infinitely Inany 
words in B3 whose closures are Lorenz knots. But, because the geneses of bil2 and 
kt;2 are the saIne and since these are positive braids, they HUlst have the saIne 
crossing llUlnber. Hence I has letter length six. One can list all of these and check 
(I used the two variable Jones polYllOlnial via a COlnputer prograln) that for no such 
I is @ the same as k. 0 
vVe now 1110Ve on to algebraic knots. Algebraic knots fOrIn an iInportant class 
of iterated torus knots. that contains all torus knots. That is 
torus knots C algebraic knots C iterated torus knots. 
Birman and Williams [5] showed that all algebraic knots are in L(O, 0). We will 
show that this is also true for L(O, 2). This is clearly not true for L(O, 2n), n > 1, 
since they do not contain all torus knots. 
Definition 4.1 An algebraic knot is an iterated torus knot, 
((Pl,q,), ... , (p",q,,)) 
for which, 
Pi > 0 for i = 1, ... , n, 
q, > 0 and, 
qi > PiPi-lqi-l for i = 2, ... ,n. 
Algebraic knots arose frOln the study of the solutions to polynOlnial equations of 
two cOlnplex variables at an isolated singular point. The above definition is really 
a theorem [7]. 
Lemma 4.4 L(O, 2) has all algebraic knots, 
Proof, The proof follows the same lines as that of Theorem 6,3 of [5], Let N r = 
((Pi, qi), "" (Pr, qr)) be an algebraic knot, Below we not only see that Ni = (p" q,l 
is on L(O, 2), but that it can have crossing llUlnber PIQl. As an inductive hypothesis 
we assmne .i:~·.rr_l = ((PI, qd, ... , (Pr-l, qr-IJ) is on L(O, 2) with crossing llUlnber is 
C = Pr-l qr-l· 
Figure 4.5 
FrOlll the proof of Theorenl 2.1 we know we can get all cablings of the fOrIn 
.. t~Tr_da, ac+b), where a and b any copriIne integers, but now both HUlst be positive. 
Thus, in order to get .i.·~.rr we need a = PI' and b = qr - Pre. But the definition of 
an algebraic knot tells us that b will be positive and so this cabling can be done. 
Furtherl1l0re, it is clear frOlll the construction in Theorenl 2.1 that 
e(Nr ) = e(N r_lia' + ab = Prqr' 
This establishes the inductive hypothesis, 0 
It was shown in [16] that L(O, 1) does not contain all torus knots, Hence the 
saIne conclusion holds for any llUlnber of odd positive twists. The negative cases 
all contain all Lorenz knots. This proves Theorenl 4.2. 
5 Conclusion 
An obvious pattern has elnerged. A bound on the lUllnber of prhne factors for the 
periodic orbits in a telnplate has been found only is those cases where all the cross-
ings are the saIne sign. The counter-exainples to the Binnan-\,VillianlS conjecture 
occurred on teinplates with Inixed crossings. This leads to 
Conjecture 5.1 For all positive templates there is a bound on the number of 
prime factors. More precisely. if there is a presentation of a template so that all the 
crossings are of the same sign then there is a bound on the number of prime factors 
of the periodic orbits. 
As a special case we Inake 
Conjecture 5.2 For all positive integers. m and n. the knots in L( m. n) have 
at most two prime factors. 
The converse of Conjecture 5.1 is Illost likely false. It lnay well be possible 
to construct a telnplate whose branches are knotted in such a way as to rule out 
cOlnposite knots, even if both positive and negative crossing occur. 
If a knot or link has a diagranl with all positive or all negative crossings then it 
is known to be fibered. Whitten has shown [26J that determining the primeness of a 
fibered knot can be reduced to an algebraic condition. The llUlnber of prhne factors 
of a fibered knot is equal to the rank of a certain subgroup of the C0l111llutator 
subgroup of the fundalnental gTOUp of the knot's cOlnpleIllent in S3. This leads us 
to wonder if the theoreIlls in Chapter 3, as well as vVilliaIllS' result for Lorenz knots 
and perhaps Conjecture 5.1, can't be proved by purely algebraic Ineans as is the 
case with Theorem 1.2. that torus knots are prime [7J. 
It is now known that flows with entropy zero can only possess periodic orbits 
whose knot types are iterated torus knots or their connected SUIllS. In the case where 
the flow is a suspension of a diffeOlnorphisIll of a punctured disk, then entropy zero 
is equivalent to the braid type of the of the diffeOlnorphisIll being that of an iterated 
torus knot and the periodic orbits can only be iterated torus knots. See [12. 17J 
For positive entropy flows we Inay never have as clear a picture as in the zero 
entropy case. However , for flows which possess positive telnplates, for exalnple 
the pseudo-Anosov parts of the suspensions of diffeOlnorphisIlls (in the sense of 
Thurston's classification theoreIll of diffeOlnorphisIlls [24]) whose braid types are 
positive braids, SOlne head way has now been Inade. Aside frOln the work here, a 
Zeta function for positive telnplates has been discovered by the author and will be 
the subject of a future paper [23J. 
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